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Feria Urbanism is a planning + design studio that specialises in urban design, urban planning, 
urban strategies, public participation and community engagement. Established in 2007, we 
have been involved in a diverse range of projects across the UK and have developed key skills in 
organising community engagement events that inform urban and rural strategies.

contact for further information

Richard Eastham  |  Feria Urbanism  |  www.feria-urbanism.eu
+ 44 (0) 7816 299 909  |  + 44 (0) 1202 548 676

All maps within this document are reproduced from the Ordnance Survey mapping with the 
permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office. © Crown Copyright. Unauthorised 
reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution and civil proceedings. 
The Maidstone Borough Council Licence No. 100019636, 2011.
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THIS REPORT IS A SUMMARY THE MAIN OUTCOMES AND ACTIONS 
FROM THE THREE-DAY DESIGN FORUM, HELD IN LOOSE ON 21ST, 22ND 
AND 23RD OCTOBER 2014. THE DESIGN FORUM WAS PRECEDED BY 
PREPARATORY WORK FROM THE PROJECT TEAM, INCLUDING INITIAL 
SITE VISITS HELD ON  2ND JULY 2014 AND A VISIONING EVENT HELD 
ON 10TH SEPTEMBER 2014. 

The purpose of this report is to provide a platform for future work phases, 
leading towards the development and final adoption of a Neighbourhood Plan 
for Loose. The work undertaken so far has given Loose Parish Council a range 
of ideas, concepts and projects that can usefully inform a neighbourhood plan. 

Some of the ideas generated at this early stage may not necessarily be included in 
the final draft of the neighbourhood plan. Nevertheless, it is was a very worthwhile 
exercise to think both deeply and broadly about all the opportunities and 
challenges in Loose and test these ideas through the interactive and collaborative 
process that was a key principle behind the design forum approach.

This summary report occasionally makes [references to slides] and these slides can be 
found on pages 16 — 78. The slide reference numbers appear in the bottom right 
hand corner of each slide.

Please note that all drawings and layouts shown in this report are indicative only 
and will be subject to further revisions. Sketch schemes shown are preliminary 
design studies only and are subject to information available at the time. They are 
not subject to measured survey, legal, structural, soil investigation, utilities survey, 
daylight or sunlight, topographical, mechanical and electrical, highways and access 
rights surveys or planning permissions.

INTENSIVE
DESIGN + 
PLANNING 
WORK OVER
THREE DAYS
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The design forum worked with both maps and 
aerial photographs. This technique allowed a better 

understanding of how Loose works today and how it 
could be improved for the future.

AN ENGAGING 
PLAN PROCESS
 The design forum was an open and 
collaborative process between the parish council, local 
residents and businesses, local agencies and external 
professional advisors. It took place both indoors and 
outside, with small acts of “performativity” in which 
messages were left public space for others to find*. 
 It was widely felt that the design forum 
contributed to an exciting and accessible planning 
process. Some of the most engaging conversations in 
the design forum were about architecture, economics, 
society, geography, history, culture and technology.   
 These conversational topics are too often absent 
from other neighbourhood plans but will be vital if 
this plan is to have real meaning for people in Loose. 
These topics therefore need to remain on the agenda 
as the plan process moves into the next phases.
 * See slides 54, 55, 61, 78, 79, 80, 92, 93, 99, 100, 136, 137, 140, 170, 171 + 179.

Caring + Considerate Community

The design forum revealed a significant level of social awareness amongst the Loose 
community. The neighbourhood plan area encompasses a variety of functions that 
support different demographic groups. This includes an active Scout group, that 
has a significant land holding in the parish, and the two schools. Both the Loose 
Primary School [See slide 236] and the Cornwallis Academy [See slides 180 — 184] draw 
in a significant number of younger people from outside the parish. At the other end 
of the age spectrum is the care home and the Congregational Church, providing 
services for more elderly residents. “The Caring Community” — for young, for old 
and for those in between — could become a core principle of the plan.

So we know that Loose is more than just a collection of buildings but how can 
neighbourhood plan policies, primarily about the use of land and buildings, 
address this? How can the plan measure this? What are the indicators specific to 
Loose? Do these issues of inclusivity and of a living, thriving, welcoming place 
that is open for business need to be addressed through policy text [See slide 245] 
or through other mechanisms? The need for outdoor social spaces, such as an 
improved village green, could be key here. These are the places where generations 
can mix and share stories. Such social spaces, and the activities they support, can 
also help to combat loneliness amongst an aging population.
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01 A good understanding of the geography, history and people in Loose and 
how these three elements interact to create a sense of community. 

02 The sense of direction it has given to the next stages of work, including the 
most likely topics that the plan will need to address. These include traffic 
management, the rediscovery of public spaces, gateways and entrances and 
design guidance for new and infill developments.

03 The design forum identified a series of potential projects. These include the 
need to rediscover the Loose village green, the creation of more welcoming, 
traffic-calmed school environments and the introduction of proper 
pedestrian crossings at key points along the A229. Projects of this type are 
not necessarily suited to being neighbourhood plan policies in themselves. 
However, they will need policy hooks within the neighbourhood plan if 
they are to be delivered on the ground as part of an implementation phase.

04 A series of policy themes emerged towards the end of the design forum, 
including a draft set of policy headings — see page 12 and 13. This is a 
noteworthy development as having these in place now will help accelerate 
the future stages of neighbourhood plan preparation.

05 A better appreciation of residential form and layout, not just architectural 
style. Some participants in the design forum expressed an understandable 
anxiety about new development proposals in the parish. This anxiety was 
linked to primarily to density, style and appearance. A more complex set of 
factors can determine the appropriateness of a residential development for 
a particular area (including plot ratios, boundary treatments, long distance 
views of rooflines, landscape setting, access, siting and layout etc). 

Pages 10 and 11 of this report sets out a more detailed list of the key outcomes, 
grouped under four technical or topic headings [See slide 13] together with a 
range of possible future actions to help move the plan-making process forward.

THE KEY OUTCOMES OF THE DESIGN FORUM
Working With Your Neighbours

Loose shares boundaries with Coxheath, East Farleigh, Tovil, Boughton 
Monchelsea, Linton and the Maidstone urban area [See slides 222]. It is a requirement 
of the neighbourhood plan regulations to consult neighbouring parishes only if 
a neighbourhood development order is being produced. See the Neighbourhood 
Planning (General) Regulations 2012, page 15 paragraph 2(c). However, it 
is also considered good practice to consult neighbouring parishes as part of 
the preparation of a neighbourhood plan, particularly if an adjoining area or 
parish is also preparing a neighbourhood plan. This is important if the Loose 
Neighbourhood Plan is to comply with the basic conditions. 

Compliance with the basic conditions is a necessary part of plan preparation, and 
includes the need to consult anyone likely to be affected by the plan. This includes 
consulting across boundaries with neighbouring parishes. This cooperation is 
needed to meet the requirements of the EU Human Rights Directive, which forms 
part of the basic conditions requirements.

The design forum 
often used small group 
workshops to discuss ideas 
and make decisions.
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Key Outcomes from the Design Forum

There is now a better understanding of the wide network 
of recreational paths and access to countryside [See slides 

154—160, 167—168]. Should these routes be opened up to 
become more accessible and more legible? Or should they retain their current 
air of secrecy and discovery? The valley was talked about by many participants 
at the design forum in almost mystical terms. Can the neighbourhood plan 
reflect this poetic and emotional relationship between people and landscape? 
How does this fit with the formalities of the neighbourhood plan regulations? 
This valuable discussion about the meaning and memory should strongly 
inform landscape protection policies.

A concept that emerged during the design forum was that of a “green 
superhighway” a parallel route to the A229 for walkers, cyclists and horse 
riders [See slide 228]. This could utilise exiting footpaths but may also need extra 
links to be opened up. 

The difficulty in crossing the A229 [See slides 144, 154, 179 + 180] was a recurring 
issue in the design forum.

Possible Future Actions

• Assess how the green superhighway concept could connect with the 
existing SMART proposal for a cycle route towards Maidstone. 

• Establish a small task group to measure the realities of congestion and 
how the crossing patrol’s interventions affect pedestrian/vehicle flows [See 

slides 150 — 152]. The task group can also revisit and check the suggested 
intervention points for appropriateness with regard to street design 
regulations [See slide 118]. Interventions need to respond to desire lines and a 
clear understanding of where people are coming from and going to.

ACCESS + MOVEMENT

Key Outcomes from the Design Forum

The design forum started to map a mix of living, learning, 
relaxing and working. This revealed that the main clusters 
of housing each have their own character and particular 
identity. The concept of mini-neighbourhoods within a bigger neighbourhood 
plan area was tested at the design forum and it appears to have some merit [See 

slides 119 — 126]. The pubs, the sports pavilion, small shops and post office and 
other “civic” functions do not cluster together to create a critical mass at the 
heart of the parish. This a weakness of the structure of Loose and poses the 
question — where is the heart of the community?

There are also pockets of employment, which while small in scale are 
nevertheless important to the parish. These include the converted farm 
buildings at Diary Court immediately adjacent to the main Loose Road and 
Pympes Court, on the north eastern fringe of the parish [See slides 209 — 210].

The schools are a critical part of the social infrastructure of the parish and can 
be found at either end of the parish. These locations, at the top and bottom 
of the neighbourhood plan area, can almost be seen as “anchors” that help 
structure of the parish area. The way these functions present themselves to 
the outside world matters [See slide 184] as they are in highly visible gateway 
locations. Socially important functions such as schools in gateway locations 
presents the opportunity for “shop window” qualities to be adopted. Adjacent 
outdoor spaces should be developed to showcase the work and creativity of the 
pupils and students. 

Possible Future Actions

• Continue to map and assess the range of uses and activities found across 
the neighbourhood plan area. This base data will be critical to the drafting 
of effective land use policies for the neighbourhood plan.

USES + ACTIVITIES
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Key Outcomes from the Design Forum

A key focus of the Loose Neighbourhood Plan is likely 
to be on the landscape setting of the settlement and of 
the landscape qualities of the valley. However, the wider 
landscape, and the valley in particular, may already benefit from strong 
protection policies. More needs to be known about this existing protection.

The need to rediscover the village green was a key outcome [See slides 229 — 

234] as was the need for improvements to public spaces near the school [See 

slides 235 — 240]. Concept schemes for both projects were drawn up within the 
time constraints of the three day design forum. Both concepts need further 
refinement and testing through public consultation. The need for better 
gateways and a sense of arrival and identity [See slides 169, 170 + 171] are closely 
linked to these public realm projects.
 
Possible Future Actions

• Engage with Maidstone Borough Council, Kent County Council and other 
partners to establish a definitive list of protection measures that the Loose 
landscape currently benefits from. This will allow the neighbourhood plan 
to focus just on the policies that can strengthen this protection and not 
duplicate existing efforts found elsewhere.

• Establish a small task group to identify key views within the neighbourhood 
plan area that need protection; the same group could also catalogue the 
different approaches to tree-planting in public spaces. This may lead to a 
design code for new tree planting proposals.

• Establish land ownership details around the village green to allow the 
refinement of the concept schemes; engage early with Kent County Council 
and other stakeholders e.g. local businesses, the post office, the school etc.

STREETS + SPACES

Key Outcomes from the Design Forum

The design forum considered a range of potential 
development sites [See slide 219] and began to test to 
suitability and/or acceptability of each site. One of the 
roles of the neighbourhood plan will be to place these potential sites into 
an appropriate context, allowing them to contribute to a long-term strategic 
plan, rather than just be viewed as isolated pockets of development. How do 
these sites relate to the mini-neighbourhoods [See slides 119 — 126] concept? 
Adherence to a set of design codes [See slides 196 — 204] as a planning condition 
could be key to the suitability and/or acceptability of each site.

Possible Future Actions

• Loose Parish Council need to adopt a reasonable and carefully justified 
pro-development stance. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
is clearly supportive of sustainable development. Design codes can help give 
the parish council confidence about what to accept and/or reject.

• Establish a small task group to catalogue and prioritise the factors that 
affect local character [See slides 196 — 204]. This data can help explain 
how they can successfully combine to create a “recognisable local feel” 
appropriate to the neighbourhood plan area. This work will be a make a 
significant contribution to the preparation of design codes and guidance.

• Engage with Maidstone Borough Council regarding Conservation Area and 
Listed Buildings. This will allow the neighbourhood plan to focus just on 
policies that can strengthen existing protection, avoiding duplication.

• Adapt the National Trust’s “Spirit of Place” criteria for use in the Loose 
context to help define the special relationships that existing between built 
form and the landscape setting [See slide 221].

FORM + DETAIL
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Emerging Policy Themes

At this stage, it is proposed that the Loose Neighbourhood Plan could have three 
main policy themes — Access + Movement, Landscape Protection and Design 
Quality — all supporting a set of parish-wide objectives under the heading of 
“quality of life” or similar [See slides 241 — 245]. 

These quality of life factors could reflect the caring and considerate community 
ideas (see page 8). In this way, the individual policies contained within the main 
themes can be assessed against the social objectives. The specific topics that each 
policy theme should contain are set out below.

Access + Movement Policies

1. Recreational Footpaths These paths are a key asset and form part of the 
distinctive character of Loose. New policies will need to address maintenance 
regimes and management. There may be opportunity for community-led 
initiatives rather than reliance on Kent County Council.

2. Utility Footpaths The quality of these everyday paths could be improved 
through widening schemes and the use of better materials. This type of 
intervention is likely to require the cooperation of Kent County Council.

3. The Cycling Village Residents should feel safe cycling. There needs to be an 
integration of cycling routes with other non-car modes of travel to provide 
clear and attractive alternatives to the car.

4. Lower Speed Limits There is a need for balance; streets for people rather than 
just roads for cars. Building a case for reduced speed limits in the village will 
require cooperation from Kent County Council.

5. Traffic-Calming + Parking The design forum identified several opportunities 
for the rationalisation of parking. A better understanding of land ownership 
will be critical to the drafting of these policies.

6. Protection of Country Lanes A characteristic of the Kent rural areas, these 
lanes are under increasing pressure from traffic flows. Careful thought is 
required on how a neighbourhood plan policy can effect positive change.

Landscape Protection Policies

1. Protection of Long Distance Views The concept that there is a green 
horizon in Loose in all direction is one that resonates with many. Loose has a 
distinctive topography, creating visible high points and edges (i.e. the “rim of 
the valley”). These will need to be identified and described. The views will need 
to be identified, their importance described and a policy wording drafted that 
puts in place a long term strategy for protection.  

2. Trees Planting Can a new planting regime be introduced through the 
neighbourhood plan? Tree cover and a mature landscape is an essential 
component of achieving a “recognisable local feel” to new development. Can 
the neighbourhood plan develop a planting code 
just for new trees, just as it might develop a design 
code for new buildings?

3. Between The Trees The sense of openness 
created by farmland, play areas, sports pitches 
and other open areas needs to be described 
and expressed through policy text and 
supporting diagrams.

Local people rightly want 
to feel in control of the 
neighbourhood plan process.
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Develop a Vision Statement + Objectives

A nascent vision statement emerged, almost by accident, at the end of the 
design forum. This should be considered a starting point for a definitive 
vision statement and needs more consideration from the community. A set 
of objectives, against which individual policies can be mapped, will also be 
needed. These objectives could be focussed around social integration.

“Loose is a place full of energetic and welcoming people, all in a fabulous 
landscape setting” — is this a good a starting point for a vision statement?

Keep the Conversation Open

The three-day design forum, and the visioning event that preceded it, were 
both deliberately designed in such a way as to start conversations. Both events 
resulted in neighbours, residents, businesses and other stakeholders talking to 
one another about local and strategic issues. They also brought together people 
who would not normally be in the same room to share ideas and opinions. 

The September visioning event was intense, quick-fire and crowded while 
the October design forum was a useful counterpoint, being calmer and 
encouraging more thoughtful debates and discussions. Future consultation 
events can adopt and adapt the range of techniques used at these two events to 
continue to balance the need for making progress and allowing the necessary 
time for reflection.

These conversations and debates (i.e. the “process”) are as vital as the outcomes, 
the decisions and the ideas for the content of plan (i.e. the “product”) and 
the conversations started at these two events must be kept alive as the 
neighbourhood plan preparation moves forward. 

“Plans are of little importance but planning is essential” — Winston Churchill.

NEXT STEPS
4. Landscape of Discovery The distinctive topography of Loose frames 

places and spaces, provides intrigue, a sense of discovery and adventure. 
Neighbourhood plan text is needed to capture this sense of discovery and 
policy text needs to deliver measures that can maintain this essential quality.

5. Prevention of Coalescence Landscape policies to prevent coalescence with 
adjacent built-up areas are required. The policies will need to consider the 
effects of proposed development in areas beyond the Loose boundary (e.g. in 
Coxheath) so cooperation with neighbouring parishes is essential.

Policies to Ensure Design Quality

1. Appropriateness of Design Policy text needs to define in words what gives 
Loose its “recognisable local feel”. This needs to be supported by plans, maps, 
photographs and diagrams. This guidance may become an appendix to the 
neighbourhood plan or a separate, supporting document but with a policy 
hook within the neighbourhood plan giving the guidance material weight.

2. Principle of New Development While variety makes places interesting, 
what is appropriate depends on context and setting. It is encouraged that the 
neighbourhood plan accepts the principle of development in certain places but 
then makes high quality design a pre-condition to any planning permission.

3. Density + Setting Good design is complex, it is not simply a case of high 
density means poor quality and that lower densities are better. The policies and 
chapters on design need to explain this and put in place a more rounded set of 
criteria against which design proposals can be assessed.

4. Materials + Boundary Treatments The details can make a big difference in 
terms of perception and acceptance. Design codes and design guidance needs 
to address these matters.

5. Public Realm The neighbourhood plan is an opportunity to take a fresh 
look at the public realm and street furniture. Benches, lamp columns, fences, 
paving materials and landscape planting in public areas can all be addressed by 
neighbourhood plan policies.

6. Future-Proofing Designs The parish needs to think ahead and appraise the 
lifestyles of 21st Century living in rural England. This appraisal should directly 
inform the design criteria for residential development. New houses need to 
be flexible, smart and responsive and incorporate sustainability technology to 
mitigate the effects of climate change. Neighbourhood plan policies will need 
to address retro-fit as well as new-build.
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